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THE HISTORICAL DE'lfELOPMEHT CF JTJDEZMO ORTHOGRAPHY: 

A Brief Sketch1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

All Jewish lan.guages share at lea!.:~t two formal charac-

teristics which immediately identify the1~ as such; a merged 

Hebrew-Ara,:iaic component2 a.nd. ai...,_ orthographic system which 

uses some variety of Jewish (or 11Hebre•a") characters. 3 

In-depth studies of beth these f eat:ures as :mani.fested in 

the individual la..."l.guages, coupled wi ti1 t;heir comparative 

study, will undoubtedly reveal much about the bonds which 

link these languages together, a.nd about tJ:H Jewish language 

phenomenon in general. 

That all Jewish languages :posse~:;s a Hebrew-Aramaic 

component (though not necessarily an identical one in esch) 

stems, of course, from the fact that all Jewish subcultures 

share a Rebrew-Ara::naic literary-liturgic tradition, the roots 

of which we can trace to a..'11.cient Israel.. After the Jewish 

people lost its political sovereignty for the first time in 

586 BCE, Hebrew began to lose ground aG its chief spoken 
4 language as Jews started to fall under the sway of those 

foreign cultures and languages 'i·thich happened to exert the 
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greatest political, social, economic and cultural pressure 

in the areas which were or ca.me to be inhabited by Jews. 

Some scholars tend to believe that in every case, 

Jewish groups at first attempted to acquire, as best they 

could, an active knowledge of the local variety of the 

target language. Although the first generation· of speakers 

was probably not completely successful and may well have 

spoken with a 'foreign accent', proponents of this theory 

argue that succeeding generations exhibited no foreign in

fluence in their speech other than t.he retention of certain 

lexical items needed to express uniquely Jewish concepts or 

rituals.5 In those cases where, on the basis of surviving 

texts, we a.re sure of the existence of a distinct and 

specifically Jewish va.riet;y of some la...."lgua.ge, scholars 

hold.ing this belief would ad-vise us to lcok to certain 

special and atypical social or political deYelapments (such 

as a.ntl-Jewish feeling among the non-J"ewish population. re-

sulting in the legal confinement to one geographic region, 

of Jews who had fcrmerly lived in all regions of a given 

country) as the key factors in the rise of such Jewish 

varieties. 

Nevertheless it has been suggested, by !1ax Weinreich 

:for example, 6 that no matter which fcreie-,n languages Jews 

sought to adopt in their attempt to gain economic security 

and social acceptability, the varieties cf those languages 

used by Jewish groups as whole e~tities generally did not 

coincide in all respects with an.y of the varieties of those 
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languages used by contemporaneous non-Jewish speakers. 

Rather, Jews developed what ca.me ·t.;o be d:tstinctly and spe

cifically Jewish varieties of those languages. Several 

factors gave rise to this phenomenonm For one thing, Jews 

were generally not exposed to as many varieties of a given 

language ns were the coterritorial non-Jewish speakers. 

Thus the determinant (to use Max Weinreich's term), or the 

exact segment of linguistic stock to which Jews had access 

and which formed the source of their distinct variety, 

probably differed from that of non-Jewish varieties (e.g. 

the special languages of other religious cults, the courts 

and the aristocracy presumably had little or no influence 

on Jewish speech). Also, Jews were probably somewhat 

selective in choosing from the dcterminr:t.nt the exact 

linguistic.items they would use :i.n their speech. Items 

eA-pressing concepts foreign to Judaism might have been re

jected~ or adopted but given new, specialized meanings. 

Attitudes toward propriety or modesty in speech may have 

further distinguished Jewish from non-Jewish speakers. 

Linguistic interference from their former language(s) pro

bably ca1lsed Jewish speech ·to differ at least somewhat from 

that of their non-Jewish neighbors in phonology, grammatical 

forms and especially lexicon. This is~ of CO\trse, a common 

occurrence in all populations undergoing linguistic and 

cultural transition. However, the fact that Jews most often 

chose (for reasons of religions and social convenience and 

necessity) or were forced (by edict o~ intimidation) to 
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live in separate quarters, in close proximity to one another 

and apart from the general non-Jewish population, resulted 

in the perpetuation of the disttnct Jewish varieties .. 

During ·the course of their historical development, 

the same political, social, economic and cultural pressures 

which had originally forced Jews to acquire 'a knowledge of 

a particular language (albeit in what at some point pro

bably became a distinctly Jewish fo~m). later often caused 

them to discard that language in favor of some other language 

(also probably in a Jewish .form) whose speakers bad gained 

greater prestige or power of some kind. And since Jewish 

languages have always traditionally been written in Jewish 

characters, it would be theoretically possible, as well as 

practically desirable for the advancement cf ov..r.knowledge 

of the Jewish language phenome.r:.o.nt to trace the historical 

development of all Jewish lang-J.age orthographies back to 

their Semitic prototypes--cr .forward from thcm--thereby 

resulting in a general history of Jewish orthog~aphy. 

Such a study would b~.Prn to ta.ke into consideration how an 

orthogrs_phic system (or systems) Ol'iginally used to conrn1:i. t 

the Semitic languages Hebrew and Aramaic to writing, was 

(or were) later modified to permi 1; transcription of Je•..tish 

varieties of non-Semitic lang~ages such as Persian, Greek, 

Latin (and its derivatives)~ Slavic, Germanic, and also 

Jewish varieties of other Semitic languages such as Arabic. 

In the present study we will not attempt such an 

ambitious undertaking. Ratb,::r.· t as a small cont:rib11tion 
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toward that end we will briefly cx:.i:unine the historical devel-

opment of the orthography of one Jewish language, Judezmo, 

used by those Sef'ardlm (er descendants of medieval Spanish 

Jewry) who, after suffering religious peI'secution and ulti

mate banishment from the Iberian peninsula in 1492 and 1497, 

came to establish themselves in Ottoman Turkey (i .. e. the 

Balkans and Asia ?-Iinor) a.nd North Africa.. We will also 

make occasional reference to the orthographies of other 

Jewish languages of Rom.ance stock to sho.w how certain similar 

problems of transcription were handled in other Laazic (see 

2. below) languages. Since the earlies~ orthographic sys

tem(s) of Yiddish (a language born around the year 1000 

when Laazic-speaking Jc::ws from what are now Italy and France 

began migrating to the Rhir1eland) no (~oubt owe(s) much to 

the Italkic and Tsarfatic Laaz (see 2. below) orthographies 

which had been used by thcise J.ews whose descendants were to 

become the .first Yiddish speakers, we wtll also consider 

certain features of Yiddish orthography in its various 

stages. 



2. NOMENCLATURE FOR JEWISH L4.NGUAGES OF 

ROMANCE STOCK 

Before entering upon the discussion of aspects of 

Jewish orthography which is the true concern of the present 

paper, it is necessary at this point to make certain obser-

vations on the nomenclature used in present-day scholarly 

research to ref er to the various Jewish languages of Romance 

stock, and to explain how our own terminology differs. 

Although a considerable a.mount of data and also some 

valuable theoretical interpretation co~cerning Jewish 

languages of Romance stock have been published by others 

in the fieid, probably no researcher h~.s a.one more in re-

cent years to synthesi'.3e the total bulk of this material in 
r; 

a unified and cohesive way than M'a.x Uei.nreich.r Accepting 

the validity of D. S. Blondheim's hypothesis8 that all 

Jewish languagas of Romance stock ultimately derive from 

a specifically Jewish var'iety of r.atin used by the Jewish 

com.muni ty of a.nci ent Rome, Weir...reich Yi ews all such lan-

guages as related members of a single fam:LJ.y in much the 

same way as other scholars lc'.'.Jo1r upon I-i;alian, Spanish, 

Portuguese, French, e-'cc. as membt~rs of the Romance family 

of languages. Weinreich, whose termir.ology has generally 

been accepted by those writers in the field who sh<J.re his 

view of the Jewish lru1BUage snomenon, calls the entire 
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(see fig. 2). 

S. Birnbaum has suggested that our !talkie Laaz and 

Tsarfatic Laaz might respectively be called "Zarphatic 11 

and "Italkian 11
•
13 These names are obviously based on the 

Hebrew zarphat:i.t (Israeli Heb. tsarfatit) and itaikit, 

respectively signifying 'French' and 1 Italiari 1
, and these 

terms do appear in traditional Hebrew-Aramaic texts and 

also in modern Israeli Hebrew. However, where the terms 

tsarfatit and italkit do appear in such texts, they do 

not necessarily refer.only tQ the specifically Jewish 

varieties of French and Italian~ but more often signify 

the French and Italian languages in general. Thus although 

the use of the Hebrew stems zaroha.t- and italk- with the 

English suffixes -ic and -ian is carta.inly an inventive 

solution to the problem of distingu.ishi.ng, say, the 

Jewish variety of Italian ( 11 Italki!!n II) from. gene1•nl 

Italian in an English-language text, a distinction based 

on this device would not necessarily be clear or even 

comprehensible in texts in other languages. Nor, in. 

contrast to Judezmo and Shuadi(t), de these terms reflect 

a:ny internal Jewish development. we therefore suggest 

that, in scholarly writing, the Jewish correlates of med

ieval French and Italian (in any of their stages) be 

called, respectively, Tsarfatic ~aaz and Italkic Laaz, 

and that comparable terminology be used in speaking of 

other Jewish languages of Romance stock not considered 

here. 



3. HISTORICAL DEVELOPr-~TT OF .:roDEZf-10 ORTHOGRAPHY 

AND RESOLUTION OF CERTAIN SIMILAR PROBLEMS 

OF TRANSCRIPTION IN OTHER JE~ISH-

LANGUAGE ORTHOGRAPHIES 

2 .1. Approach 

It is no doubt wiiversally accepted that 11writing is 

essentially a means of representing speech in another medium.1114 

and that "all systems of writing are demonstratably based 

upon units of spoken language. 1115 Thus although linguists 

must rely on written texts for any clues they may hope to 

gain concerning the manner in which various languages were 

actually realized phonologically in the past by native 

speakers (prior to the invention of recording equipment), 

once we have formed some idea (although it can only be an 

approximate idea) of how particular written texts reflect 

the spoken language of their authors, the most valid approach 

to a description of the historical development of the ortho-

graphic system or systems of a specific language would seem 

to be one which shows how that system expresses the phonology 

of the langt1age in written form. This mea..'1S that we start 

with the sounds of the spoken language and examine the 

symbols used to commit them to writing. It is this approach 

which we will use in briefly tracing the historical develop-

ment of Judezmo orthography. 

12 
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3.2. Putative Phoneme In~entories of Medieval LiteraEY 
Spanish and Red:i~val iJi tarr:.i.rv :rudezmo · · 

1..Jhereas scholars have not devoted su.ff'icie.nt"ly ser-

ious attention to the study of early '-Tudezmo texts produced 

in Sefarad I (medieval Spain, as it existed in t;he minds of 

its Jewish inhabita...~ts and as they referred to it (i.e. ~i&D 

sefarad) in their literature) with the aim of trying to 

abstract from them an idea of early Ju.dezmo phonology (for 

in fact, some scholars doubt the very existence of a ~

tinct Judez.mo langliag.3!. at that time), Hispanists have, on 

the basis of intense analysis of early Spanish texts, re

constructed the phonam~ inventory of literary medieval 

Spanish. The putative phoneme inventory is well reflected 

in texts produced during the reign of Alfonso el Sabio

(1250-1284) and for some three centuries theres..fter, as 

these texts appear in a relatively standardized orthography. 

Some scholars in the field of Judezmo have gone so far as 

to suggest that the ultimate origins of present-day 

[spoken?] Judezmo lie in thet medieval Spanish literary 

variety. 16 

Although the problem of Judezmo phonology (and the 

question o.f the Judezmo language itself) in Sefarad I will 

require greater study than it has thus far received before 

we can pass judgment on the validity of this, let us here 

assume, for the sake of the present stUdy only nnd because 

so much is already kno\-Jll about medieval Spanish phonology, 

that the phoneme inventories of literary medieval Spanish 
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and literary mediev::i.l Judez.:mo were essentially one and the 

same (but that Judez::no always possessed a phoneme /h/, 17 

realized phonetically as a voiceless velar (o~ pharyngeal?) 

fricative, which did not occur in all varieties of medieval 

Spanish in all stages of that lar..guage, and which may bave 

bad a different phonetic realization when and where it did 

actually occur). 18 It should be kept in mind that Judezmo 

may also have ha.d addi·i;ional phonemes (al though these would 

appear not to have survived in most present-day varieties 

of the language), 19 especially in items cf Hebrew-Aramaic, 20 

Arabic or Greek origin. 

The putative phoneme inventory of literary medieval 

Spanish, as outlined by Alarcos Llcrach, is as follows: 

i 
A A 

k u p t s c -... r r e 0 b d z g 1 1 a v z z ... ... (h) .!. s s 

m n n .... 

Thus for the sake of our exposition (and with some 

modification of the symbols used by Alarc.os Llorach), 

let us imagine that the phoneme inventory of literary 

medieval Judezmo was something like this: 

i t " k u p c c -
( .• ? ·, r r e 0 b d 5 '~ • I g 1 "I ... a v z, z ... ,,. " h J .. s :5 

m n n ,.. 

Ta.king the above phoneme inventory as our point of 

departure, we can new proceE>;..'\. to show how the indi.vidual 

phonemes (and some variants) of the language have been 
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represented orthographically during the course of the his

torical development of Judezmo. It must be remembered, 

however, that the phoneme inventory sketched above is only 

hypothetical. The diachronic phonology of Judezmo is an 

area which will require more intensive s·tudy be.fore we can 

speak with greater certainty .. 

.2.-3· Texts and Studies Utilize~ 

The orthographic data which will follow are the re

sult of a necessarily brief personal examination of par

tial or complete texts representing several varieties of 

Judezmo of the 11-13th, 15-16th ar1d 18-20th centuries, 21 

and texts in or works dealing with MDzarabic~ 22 !talkie 

and Tsarfatic Le.az and Yiddish or·t;hographies. The following 

texts and studies were utilit,ed (unless otherwise indicated, 

random pages of each Judezmo text ware examined): 

JUDEZMO 

St:;udies 

S. G. Armistead and .T. H .. Silverma.n., Diez romances 

hisnP...nicos en un manuscrito sefardi de la Isla de 

Rodas, Pisa, 1962 (especially discussion of Judezmo 

transcription systems. pp. 21-4). 

R. Foulche-Delbosc, 11 La transcription hispano

hebraique, 11 Revue Hispanique 1:(1891.t-): 22-33. 

M. Sala, Phonetique et phonologie du judeo-espagnol 

de Bucarest, The Hague: Mouton, 1971 (Sala). 
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Texts 

11-l?th centuries 

s. M. Stern, 11 Les ye:rs finaux en espagnol d&vis les 

muwassahs hispano-hebraiques," Al-Ar,.dalus 13 .. 
(1949): 299-346. Consulted: transcriptions 

of jaryas and discussion of o:r·thography on 

PP• 338-39 (Starn). 

15th century. 

F. Fernandez y Gonzalez, 11 Tres manuscritos rabinicos 

del siglo IV, 11 .Boletin de la Real Academia de 

la Historia 5 (1884) : 299-307; 11 0rder.amiento 

f ormado por los procuradores de las aljamas 

hebreas, pertenecientes al territorio de los 

estados de Castilla, en la asamblea celebrada 

. en Valladolid el ano 1432' II BRAH 7 (1885): 145-189.t 

. 275-JOS, 395-4.LJ, BRAH 8 (1886): 10-27 

(Fernandez). Consulted: texts and transcrip-

tions. 

Coplas de Yogef. Ed. Ig. Gonzalez Llubera, Cam

bridge: University Press~ 1935 (CY). Consulted: 

discussion of orthography of the 15th century 

Jewish-character manuscript version, pp. xvi-:xxi. 

Santob.de Carrion, Proverbios morales, Ed. Ig. 

Gonzalez Llubera, Cambridge: University Press, 

1947 (PM). Consu.lted: discussion of ortho-

graphy of the 15th century Jewish-character 

manuscript version, pp. 26-34, 58-60; actual 
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manuscript ff. 40b-'~-la, reproduced in plate I. 

16th century 

[Constantinople Peptateuch] , Ista."lbul, 154?. [= 

Hebrew text with Judezmo (in this case, Ladino) 

and Yevanic ( 11 Judeo-Greek 11
) tra.."1.slations.] 

.E:camined': ti tle·-page and f. 96' reproduced in 

M. Molho, ~i teratura sefardi ta de Orient_e 

(Madrid-Barcelona: Instituto Arias Montano, 

1950)., pp. 356 ( +1-2); [Bock of Jeremiah], 

Thessaloniki, 1568/69 [Hebrew text with 

Judezmo (i.e. Ladino) translation, using same 

orthography aE (Constsntinople Pentateuch]. 

Examined: translation o.f Jeremiah XINIII: 

8-34, reproduced by R. V. Sephiha in.Ibero

romania 2.1 (1970): 60-1. (Eot'h works are 

jointly abbreviated CF). 

I'1sh ]lmwsny-nw, c""'m1 nlnlil "\lie~ Thessalon:tki, 

1563/64. Ex:.a.mined: ff. [ia-b] la, reproduced 

in Revista de Filologla Espanola 17 (1930): 

152-54 (RV),. 

o•ain Jn';w iSJD,Thessaloniki, 1567/68. Examined: 

title-page; reproduced in M. Molho, Literature, 

p. 356 (+4) (SH). 

Ehyy bn Ywsp 'n Pqwdh, . -
Istanbul, 1568/69 (HR) • . 
no;a p~n ,to, Venice, 1587/88. 
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18th century 

Ycqb Kwly, 

1732/3 3 (MLSl) • 

1745/46 (MLS2). 

]brb.m bn Yshq ]s)i .. 
1732/33 (SS). 

Sbty bn Y0 qb Wyt] s, "~' n:t" ;re 1bD, part 1: .. 
Istanbul, 1742/43 (Mr-Tl); part 2: Istanbul, 

1743/44 (MN2). 

Dwd 'n ZmrJ, N6 n Mio? 'i i1i 'i n*1~, Venice, 

1748/49 (Radbaz). 

Yshq )bwhb, itKCil nitlo i1:a1. Jbrhm bn Yshq ]sJ, .. .. . 
tr. Istanbul, 1'761/62 (MM) .. 

, 

ws:iJn 'J1pn iDC, v. 2, 1rhessaloniki, 1774/75 (TN2). 

19th century 

~.,, o J.l i~D. Istanbul, 1823 (BS). 

Ycqb Kwly, n"WKi.l =~sn7 090 i:>il~· Istanbul, 

1822/23 ("3rd ed. 11
) (MLB) .. 

71i1~ i19•;K '11 •pim~ ]hrn P'y:rmwn, tr. 

Istanbul, 1823/24. 

Yshq P' rhy, , 1'1":l1 tn .:n "I !lo, I z:mir ~ 184-9/50 ( ZM). . .. . 
Ysr]l bn ~y;rm of Ee~grad~, o~nn i~tK ibo, 

Vienna, 1822/23 (OH). 

Y. Jm]r]g'y and Y. Sswn, tl'"tl{n "':l"'l"1 ''UH~, 
Thessaloniki, 184A/49 (DA). 
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20th century 

Smw)l Sedy Hlwy,11xo1l:ltM cr.5,,K,, '7"K, .. 

Thessaloniki, 1908/9. 

Jlyh R. QJrmwnh, ,;,,?-to 1.n;•o ,,.t-t, Istanbul, 

1922/23. 

MOZARABIC 

A. Alonso, De la pronunciaci6n medieval a la moderna 

en esuanol, v. II (Madrid! Gredos, 1969) (Alonso). 

W. J. Entwistle, The Spanish Language (London: Faber 

and Faber, 1962) (Entwistle). 

R. Menendez Pidal, Crestcmatia del es£anol medieval, 

v. I (2nd ed.) (Madrid: Gredos, 1971) (Pidal). 

ITALKIC LAAZ 

[Venice Haggadah], Venice, 1608/09. Leon Modena, 

tr. Reproduced and distributed by Orphan Hospital 

Ward of Israel (VH). 

A. Freedman, Italian Texts in Hebrew Characters: 

Problems of Interpret~tion, Wiesbaden, 1972 

(Freedman). 

TSARFATIC LAAZ 

D. S. Blondheim, Les parlers jud~o-romans et la 

Vetus latina, Paris, 1925 (especially pp. CXX"ri

cxxx) (Blondheim). 

SPANISH 

E. Alarcos Llorach, Fonologia espnnola (4th ed.), 

Madrid, 1971 (Alarcos Llorach). 
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YIDDISH 

N. Shtif, [On the Historical Development of Yiddish. 

Spelling], Di yidishe shurakh no. 8-9 (1928, 

no. 1-2), pp. 33-60 (Shtif),. 

3.4. A Note on Judezmo T;ype-Faces 

Of the Judezmo texts considered in the present study, 

those reproduced or described in Stern, Fernandez, CY and 

PM (all pre-16th century texts) were originally written in 

Sefardic cursive manuscrip·t; characters; 23 GP, SH and HH 
• 

(of the 16th century), in Vocalized Square characters; and 

the remainder, in Rashi characters. Although the exact 

statistics have yet to be compiled, 24 a glance at Judezmo 
-literature reveals that the great majority of the works pro-

duced by the Sefardim in Judezmo were printed in Rashi 

characters, with a relatiYely small nwnber of publications 

(especially 16-18th century translations of sacred or semi

sacred texts or adaptations of such texts) printed in Voca

lized Square, and a somewhat larger number of items printed 

in simple Square characters (a practice particularly charac-

teristic of certain geographic areas~ such as Leghorn, 

Jerusalem and New York City, and of publishing houses which 

may have had limited access to Rashi type). However, lest 

it be inferred that Sefardic tradition restricts the use 

of Rashi characters to Judezmo material, it should be 

pointed out that, aside from editions of sacred texts 

(customarily appearing in Voc;;.1ized Square type in the 
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printing of all Jewish communities), most Sefardic printing 

in general has been realized in Rashi characters--Hebrew

Aramaic texts as well as those in Judezmo. 

3.5. Orthographic Representation of the Phonemes25 

:;.51. Vowels 

3.51.1 Monophthongs 

3.51.11. /i/ 

OSp: i. 

Moz: 

Jud: 

J [y]' 
## 

11-15: 

some I [f], ¢, cf. Pidal, 19-20. 

•- some !.{, 0, cf. Stern, 338-9·. 

15:"- (all) 

16 : .. !t CP , SH , ~H ; 

18 : " - (al 1) • 

3.51.12. /e/ 

OSp: e. 

't - RV, HS • .. 

Moz: to.5[y], some f, 0, cf. Pidal, 19-20 • .. , 
Jud: 11-13: •- , some~, ~' cf. Stern 338-9. 

15: • - (all) 

16: ·~. , less frequent•~~ CF, SH, ~; 

• - RV, HS. 

18: •- (all). 

Yiddish: • ([e:]), 9([~])7 '"([ei])iP((e]),Shti.f. 

3.51.13. /a/ 

OSp: a. 

Moz: I c?J, ~; fL'1al -a:~-[h], less fre

quent I E?J, cf. Pidal, 20. 
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Jud: 11-15: K, some ¢; final -a: n•, less 

frequent K-1 cf. Stern, 338, Fernandez, 

CY, PM. 

16: t< X:, X; final ~a: rt X-, I,"are MX-

CP, SH, HH; K , finaln-. MRV, HS. . . 
18: it ; final -a: iT- , rare M- (all). 

19: K ; final ii-, very rare N-. 

20: ~ ; final n-. 

3.51.14. /o/ 

OSp: o. 

Moz: J [w], 0 cf. Pidal 19-20. 

Jud: 11-13: 1-, 0, cf. Stern 338-9. 

15 : l - (al 1 ) • 

16: i -(;p 1 I .. IB , SH ; 1-RV, HS. . 
18 : l - (all) • 

Yiddish: 1 , ;~J ~ l$, Sh tif. 

3.51.15. /u/ 

OSp: u. 

Moz: ( -...!)'?.) 

Jud : 11-13 : ( 1 ? ) 

15: 1- (all) .. 

16 : i - CP , SH , HR : 1 RV , HS • 

18: 1-(all). 

3.51.2.Diphthongs 

3.51.21. v + /i/. ,.., 

OSp: 

. 



Jud: 

23 

15: ai "i:t. ei"N:" ~ 01· "1-
, A ' ' ...... ' 

ui "1-. ..... ,... 

16: ai .... -
u;l ( • ) • i -CP, HR , SH ; a;l ( " ) ' M, 

~ .. oi(•)•1-, (<t)•1-uiRV,HS. , " ,.. . 
18: ai "'"'N ei ...,_ oi ~, .. ' ui ""1 - • , .... "' ""' 

Italk .. Laaz: ai .. ~~' oi .. Mi-VH .. 
'°I 

,... . 
Yiddish: .... ~. 

3.51 .. 22. 

OSp: 

Jud: 

/i/ + v. 
" 

i/z+ v. 
15: ia .... 

io l • • 
" 

lot" 

... 

.,.. 
' 

ie ( ') .. ~ , io ,, ... CP, HH, SH; 
• 

io RV, HS. ,.. 

18: ia ... ~"" (final n""-, some 1-~.,..-) , 

ie "" , io ,,.. 

19 : (same as 18, but no fin al N··- • 

only n~.and, in publications of 

Viennese, Yugoslavian, Bulgarian 

and Rumanian provenance, ilK""-·) 

NOTE: 

formation of syllable-initial i-. .... 

(e.g. l8;t"" but also l""'= ~o't',) 

cf. 3.52 .. 23. below). 



3.51.23. v + u • ... 
OSp: v + u. 

Jud: 16: au"~~ H:"l. 
" 

18: autKl(o ,.. 

u + Y. 
"" 

3.51.24. 

OSp: u + v. 
15: ua 1u- ' ue "let- PM (NOTE: .... ... in Jud: 

initial position always preceded 

... 
16: ua t! 4 .. , ue • .~ -t-CP, HH, SH; :g_a Kt - • .... ... .. 

ue .. l( t - RV, HS (see note in 15). ... 
18: ua Kt-, ue 

"' 
.. :t( ! (see note in 15). 

Italk. Laaz: !te • 1 C~) VH. 

3.51.3. Vowels in Hiatus. The individual vowels in 

' hiatus appear as in 3.5.11. - 3.51.15. above, with each 

vowel separated from adjoining vowels by an intervening 

(silent) tc (except non-final, posttonic !!. (N), which needs 

no intervening M separating it from other vowels). Note 

the following possibilities, (restricted here to pairs of 

vowels): 

i/e -a- (posttonic) I -a (final) o/u 
I 

~ 
i/e • ti:• - -N" (.; *)- mt• ( • *)- Ht" -

a 'KK KN il N'?C l NK 

o/u • 1:n- .ct - j'Jl( 1 - I no-

*Primarily in texts emanating from Vienna, Yugoslavia, 

Bulgaria and Rumania. 
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3.51.4. Note on Initial i/e and o/u. The letters ' 

and ' , when representing vocalic i/e and o/u in word-

ini tial position, must be preceded by orthographic.(silent) 

3.52. Consonants 

;. 52.1. /p/ 

OSp: .E.• 

· Moz: p- :-u [b], -p-: CJ-l [bb), cf. Entwistle, . . • 
124. 

Jud: 11-20: I> .. 

;.52.2. /bl 

OSp: b. 

Jud: 11-20: :i • 

3.52 .. 3. /v/ .. (A voiced bilabial or labiodental fri-

cative in medieval Spanish (cf. Sala, 189 for various opin

ions); in present-day Spanish (orth. -b-, -y-; no longer a 

phoneme, but an allophone of /b/) and in some varieties of 

present-day Judezmo, its reflex is bilabial, in other 

varieties of Judezmo, labiodental.) 

OSp: y_, u. 

Jud: 11-12: :i. ,cf. Pidal 23. 

15: v- : -1 ' -v- : ':J./ ':J. cf. PM 26-7. 

16: v-: -i (all); -v-: -'J.- CP, -5.- SH 

HS , - t - /- 'J.- RH , - I - / - '':J.- /- l- RV. 

18: v-: -t MNl MM, -i , less frequent ~ 
/ 

SS· -t/-JMN2 TH2· ' ' 
•t/·'- Radbaz; 

.-v-: -1 - , less .frequent 
/ 

- ;i- SS; 

-t-/• /'J.- HNl -.::i-

Radbaz; 
,_, / 
~:i- MLSl; - :- TR2. 
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19 : • ~ ( - ) BS DA , 
I 

-1- MLB PRE ZM. 

Italk. Laaz: 5./ 1 Freedman; VH. 

Yiddish: 1 t _., -11 ( ·), i- _,. 1 t Shtif, 36, 42. 

3.52.4. /f/ 

OSp: f. 

3.52.5. 

Jud:. 11-13: !l • 

/m/ 

OSp: 

Jud: 

15: (-)f-: 
~) -£>(-); -f: CJ- Cf. PM 26-7. 

16: (-)!-: -i(-) (all) ,-f :~-(all). 

18: (-)f-: 
,, 
ll 

' 
-f: '1- (all). 

19: (-)!-: e/i/D'C-), -f =i- • 

NOTE: One occasionally finds -f: 
<-> 
D• 

'instead of q-

m. 

(-)m-: 0 
' -m D-. 

NOTE: Frequently o -it J (mJ I c 
- (+labia] 

(e.g. · 1 'i • D" 9 l' K ( /- o• K) 

Istanbul Jud. empesi zo . 'begin..i.J.ing') in 

pre-19th and occasionally l9-20th century 

texts (cf. similar vacillation in literary 

medieval Spanish, e.g. onbre/ombre 'man'). 

3.52.6. /t/ (see also 3.52.7. below) 

OSp: ! (in word-final position, the dental 

stop (or fricative) < -T[EM) is indicated 

variously by -t, -d or -th (e.g. verdat/ 

verdad/verdath.) 

Moz: U(t],..b [~) Pidall9-20. 
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Jud: 11-12: n , less frequent b , ·Stern. 

13 : l:l , Stern. 

15 : -tl ( - ) ; 

PM 28. 

n- , rare i- ( < -T[EMJ , 

16: -1:1(-), n- ( ( -T[EM]) HS; l:l (-d 

(-T(EM]: .,_), remainder. 

18 : o ( -d ( -T (EM] : i- ) • 
lg: o (-d (-T[E!1]: i-/:.t'.::.). 

Italk. taaz: o (rare n- ( /i- ) , e.g. 

n~oi "J 1 God,' Freedman). 

3.52.7. /d/ (see also 3.52.6. above) 

OSp: d (occasional -th). (A voic'ed dental 

stop which, in the medieval period, may 

already have had a fricative [ ~) variant. 

The existence of ·a distinct /~ / phoneme 

in Old Spanish has also been sugges·ted, 

c~. summary in Sala, 188.) 

Jud: 11-13: i (Jud. /d/ may already have had 

15: 

the positional variant (or separate 

phoneme) 26 1 at this time.) 

., (final dental stop or inter-

dental fricative ( -T[EM]: n- , PM 28~ 

16: , ,n-(<--T[EM]) HS; , (including 

-d ( -T[EM]) CP RV HH. 

18: , • 

19: , , positional variant (or phone!llic) 26 

~ !" "' o i ZM OH DA , "i ., MLB ~ "I _ BS • 

Italk. Laaz: i (=fricative [~] ?) Freedman. 
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3.52.a. /n/ 

OSp: n. 

Jud: 11-13: (-)n-: J , ·-n : t • • 31 

3.52.9. /z/ 

OSp: z (a voiced, concave apicoalveolar 
fricative). 

Moz: c_fa [s] Entwistle, 123; c_f1/ -a: 
[s/j], Alonso, 38. 

Jud: 15: -o-. 

16: fl, less frequent \' RV; . \' , less 

frequent -w- RH; ' (but before a voiced 

consonant, the sibila.~t realized in 

present-day varieties as [z] is V) 

CF SH. 

18: l (but~ before Yoiced consona_~ts) 

TH2; l (even before voiced consonants), 

remainder. 

NOTE: Present-day Jud. /z/ is realized 

as [z]. 

Italk. Laaz: - 0-; rare ~ represents the voiced 

Italian (?) s [s] before a voiced con

sonant (cf. Freedman); - o- VR. 

OSp: .§_-, -~-, -§_(a voiceless concave 

apicoalveolar fricative, as in present-

day Castilian) • 
• • • 

Moz: ~ [s], Entwistle, 123. 
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Jud: 11-13: 'II • 

15 : fl PM 29, CY :x:::x:; 'II , rare· D, 

Fernendez. 

16: ;;", less frequent fl CP; v , rare o 

RV SH HS ; 'II , o HH .. 

18: 'ii ·THl MLS2; 'II , less frequent D 

MNl MN2 Radbaz; D , 'fl MM SS. 

NOTE: Present-day Jud. /s/ is ordinar

ily realized as [s] (or the positional 

variant [z]) .. 

19: D .. 

Italk. Laaz~ 
(J 

c , less frequent ri Freedman; 

0 VH. 

Yiddish: 'O (rare 't ) -'t o (less frequent w) ~ o, 

Shtif 36, 42 .. 

3.52.11. /c/ 

OSp: £, £ (/_~i), -z (a voiceless dental 

affricate). 

Moz: (.}" rsJ,"'e[~] (for [c]), Entwistle, 124. 

Jud: 11-15: c , rare 
,I' Fernandez, 

"Tres manuscritos ..... , 11 305). 

16: o, rare ~CP RV EH; DI 'lJ HS; 

'II SH 

18: D MLSl Radbaz; o fe SS .MM; '11 , 

some o Miif l MN2; '11 TH2. 

19: D .. 

N'OTE: In ma.::.y if net most :present-day 
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varieties of Judezmo, the literary medieval 

Judezmo /c/ nhoneme realized as [c] (if 

such a phoneme with that realization did 

indeed exist in literary medieval Judezmo) 

no longer survives as a distinct entity 

but has merged with /s/ (cf. 3.52.10 

above), realized pbonetically as [s]. 

In some modern-day Judezmo varieties 

(e.g. in Vienna, parts of Yugoslavia, 

Bulgaria, Ru.mania), a /c/ (i.e. [c]) 

phoneme does apparently exist, perhaps 

as the result of local non-Jewish lan~ 

gu.age influence. The phoneme is espec

ially manifest in International Voca-

bulary lexemes, Germer~- and Slavic-origin 

lexemes and, to some extent, Hebrew-

Aramaic derivatives. In the transcrip-

tion of such items, /c/ is generally 

represen:ted by ;of • 

I talk. Laaz: -:r ( - ) , r- Freedman VH. 

Yiddish: -!r(-), r-~ :s, r/-:ro(-) 1 Yb~ -J:(-), r
Shtif 36, 43, 51, 56. 

3. 52 .12. I 3 I 
OSp: z (a voiced dental affricate). 

Moz: j / ~ [ zi.)) , Entwistle, 124-. 



Jud: 11-20: .. • • 

NOTE: In many if not most present-day 

varieties of Judezmo, the hypothetical 

literacy medieval Judezmo I 3 I phoneme, 

phonetically [ 3), no longer has dis

tinctive status but has merged with /z/ 

(cf. 3.52.9. above), realized as [z]. 

Nevertheless, in some modern Judezmo 

varieties, a I 3 I phoneme apparently 

exists, and is generally represented by 

t, (cf. Vienna ( ( Sarajevo-Bosniu) 

Italk. Laaz: t Freedman VH. 

3.52.13. /c/ 

OSp: • ch. 

Moz: (::" [j], Pidal, 19-20~ 

Jud: 11-12: l 

15-20: i/i/"'1/ 11/i . 2? 

Italk. Laaz: ~·· Freedman VH • 
.... 

Tsarf. Laaz: p ( < ? ) , Blondheim, cxxix-cxx:x. 

""' Yiddish: % (cf. H. P. Althaus, Die Cambridger 

3.52.14- /z/ 

OSp: 

LOwenfabel Yon 1382 (Berlln, 1971), 

:P. 106 

(and/or 151) 
re' 

j, rz (/ t..-} ). (Old Spanish /z/ (or 
.. <;J -1.J 
/j/) had t':li.i phot!etic variants: en 
in ''strong" posi'cion (i.e. word-ini-tially) 
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and [z] in "weak:' position (i.e. medially), 

c£ summary cf opinions in Sala, 188.) 

Moz: 'tr [j], Entwistle, 123. 

Jud: Present-day Judezmo has distinct /j/ 

aµd /z/ phonemes (cf. Istanbul rija: 

rizi ( ~ ) '(a) request 1 
: 'govern! /manage! 

(second pe=son plural command form of 

the verb rizir).'), although it is dif

ficult to know whether this has always 

been the case. The data below merely 

indicate at what point z is distinguished 

from 3 in the orthography • . 
15 : .\ • 

16: { HS, i CF RV SH E-! .. 

18: l MLSl !"[LS2 !s MN'l Radbaz, "'1 

ffi"!.. TH2 shows vacillation between 1
1 

and /t .for z (;J is always 11), but MN2 

. b ~ / clearly distinguishes etween J= l. 

.... / and z: l • 

19-20: 

!talk. Laaz: "/""' indicate j (or y?) Freedman; 

~/~1 denote J in VH • 
...,, 

Tsarf. Laaz: .. ' represents J, c:f .. Blondheim, 

cxxvii-cxx::x. 

Yiddish: z rl? ; J: wti .. 
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3.52.15. /s/ 

OSp: x. - .. 
Moz: <..?' [sJ. 

Jud: 15: l Fernandez, "Tres manuscri tos ••• ", 

305; ·v PM 29, CY xvii. 

16: / l RV; 'Ii OP; a HS; !7 HR. · 

18: fl Radbaz; "fl MM; /VJ MLSl MLS2 

SS TH2 MNl MN2 ( /l was observed 

in two 18th century Venice reeditions 

·(not considered in this paper) of 

works originally published before the 

17th century, which perhaps influenced 

the spelling of these later editions.)28 

19-20! v/v/i/Ha//•• 

Italk. Laaz: v/rJ Freedman, 6. VH. 

Yiddish: fl. 

3. 52. 16. Isl 

OSp: 

Jud: (NOTE: ·In some present-day varieties 

of Judezmo, the palatal !al (realized 

as [~])does not exist; instead one 

finds /n/ + /i/.) 
"'\ 

15: "l/v.l , PM 28, CY xix. 

16: ~! CP; • ~ HH; • l RV ""l HS. 

18-20: ""'l.' 

Italk. Laaz: ""'l VH. 
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3.52.17. /k/ 

OSp: c (/ V ) , Q (u) (/ V ) • 
-[-front]. - -[+front) 

Moz: .::J [k] Pidal 19, 24. 

Jud: 11-12: ~ , less frequent p , Pidal 20-23. 

13: p, ~. Pidal 23-24. 

15-20: p • 

Italk. Laaz: p Freedman VH. 

Yiddish: p (-ks: 11;:,-) ~ p , Shtif. 

3.52.18. /g/ 

OSp: z.. 
Jud: (NOTE: Some present-day varieties of 

Judezmo have both stop [g] and fricative 

3.52.19. /h/ 

[a] variants of /g/ (some hold "I' to be 

a distinct phoneme in some varieties of 

Judezmo). 26 With rare lexical exceptions 

(e.g. i•o1'i/,'on•i), cf. Istanbul 

[re'll"mir ] 1 to redeem 1 ) both sounds are 

represented orthographically by ·the 

sY:mbol that follows:) 

11-20: l . 

OSp: h (a voiceless glottal (or perhaps velar) 

fricative< F). 

Jud: (1) F- (when not I uV )>f- in 
-A [+stress] 

some present-day varieties of Judezmo,) 

<P in others. Of the texts studied here, 
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PM CY Fernandez and HH reveal a pre-

servation of all F- as f-: 
. ..._ 

-£> • CP 

SH HH and Radbaz, however, generally 

have -n (cf. OSp h-). Does this reflect 

a.n actual [h] realization at an earlier 

time (the [h] sound is no longer current 

in most varieties of the la.."1guags)29 or 

is it merely due to the influence of 

Spanish orthography? None of the 18-20th 

century texts examined for the present 

paper show this -it (although a ... rery 

limited number o:f late 19th and early 

· 20th century publicat;ions not cited in 

our list of references do occasionally 

exhibit -", here clearly the result of 

influence from present-day Spa..~ish ortho

graphy). 

(2) Ottoma."1 Judezmo /h/ (phonetically 

[xJ in items ultimately cf Arabic, 

Turkish, Greek and Hispanic (including 

regional (x] < F I u V ) origin 
_,,[+stress] 

is represented by n. In items cf Hebrew-

Aramaic origin, which generally retain 

their original spellings in Judezmo, /h/ 

may be indicated by n, ~(and very rarely 

)1 , cf. )I C;J , regionally [ semax] , !)' i I":- J" J1 , 

regionally [ ainarax] ) .. Al though both n 
"' 
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and :l (as well as occasional S1 ) are realized 

as (x] in most varieties of the present-day 

30 . 
language, it should be noted that they 

may well have had different phonetic 

1 . . t l' . d 20 rea 1zat1ons a an ear ier perio • 

f )
(-l 

Yiddish: s~ ,- :l -, -n.,. .::i, Shtif, 36, 42, 51. 

3.52.20 /r/ 

OSp : -E. ( - ) " 

Jud: 11-20: 

3.52.21. /r/ 

OSp : . E.- , g , R. 

Jud: (NOTE: Many if not most present-day 

varieties of Judezmo do not have r at 

11-20: , • 

3.52.22. /1/ 

OSp: 1. 

Jud: 11-20: ., 31 . 
3.52.23. /1/ ..., 

OSp: 11 (a voiced palatal laterai). 

Jud: (NOTE: The present-day Judezmo corres

pondent to present-day Spanish /1/ is ... 
generally /i/ and so one must approach 

the following data with some caution.)31 

15: '7/~; (which, aside from 1, may ..., 

represent i' cf. PM 28 and 3.51.22. 

above.) 
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16: ,..., CP; •? HH SH; ""'" , less. frequent 
~ . 

,. ., 'R'ol, .. ; HS • 

18: · ""'1 (which may also indicate i, e.g • ... 
1""'' 1 0 Istanbul s§.:ro 1 his• ) SS MLSl 

TH2; ,..,/,.. (thus evidencing ! reali

zation) 1'1Nl MN2. 

19-20: ~;/""' (an examination of a large 

number of texts from various areas seems 

to show a prefers.nee for ~ ). 

Italk. Laaz: ~~ VH • . . 
3.53. Hebrew-Aramaic Derivatives 

Unlike the custom prevalent in (especially pre-19th 

century) Yiddish texts (cf. Shtif, 37, 45), it has generally 

not been the practice in Judezmo orthograph._v to distinguish 

' lexemes of Hebrew-Aramaic origin from those belonging to 

other components by means of printing devices. Of the num-

erous works examined for this paper, only no;u pvn ~~D 

and occasionally C""MiT ,x 1 K i De make such a dis·tinc tion 

(the former prints Hebrew-Aramaic-origin lexemes in Square. 

characters, in contrast to the Rashi characters used for 

the rest of the text; the latter sometimes sets off such 

lexemes from the remainder of the text by inser~ing them 

within brackets [both these devices have been observed in 

Yiddish texts]). Nor has ~Tudezmo orthography ever used 

apostrophes or hyphens (current .in Yiddish texts of some 

neriods) to dissect fusion fcrmations into their Hebrew-

Aramaic-origin and non-Hebrew-Aramaic-origin morphemes. 
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As mentioned in 3.52.39. above, Judezmo lexemes of 

Hebrew-Aramaic origin traditionally retain their original 

spelling. · Note the phonemic realizations of the following 

consonantal letters in most varieties of present-day Judezmo 

in lexemes derived from Hebrew-Aramaic: 32 K: consona.ntally 

¢. l b/v• l : g. ., : d. n : ¢.. 1: v/u. ? : z. n : h. o : 

t. • : i/i. ::i k/h. ; : 1. of c : m//-m/-n. J •// J : n//-n/-m. 
" 

o: s. 1 generally 91 (but cf. 3.52 .. 19. above). ri-//a: 

p/f//-f. r-1~ : s. p: k. , : r. 11: s/s .. n: t/-d(-~ 

Nevertheless there has been a certain tendency during 

the historical development of Judezmo orthography to tran

scribe even those lexical items of Hebrew-Ara..~aic origin (and 

most especially those occurring in forms resulting from the 

fusion of Hebrew-Aramaic morphemes with morphe::nes belonging 

to the Hispanic, Turkish and other components) in a more 

"phonetic" manner (i.e. using a one-to-one relationship 

between phoneme and printed letter, as described in 3.51.-

3.52. above). Thus in 18th century (and' probably earlier) 

Judezmo texts, one finds verbs such as i~p~~~ (cf. Istanbul 

Jud. badkar/barkar 'to search (for leavened food shortly 

before Passover, or in general)', Heb.· pi~); -vi~,/iNci~i 

(Ist. Jud. darsar 'to preach; lecture,' Heb. ~ii) , a..~d 

adjectives such as 1t:ll""S.>t1 (Ist. gavj.ento 'proud,' Heb. 

ntMl). We observe this trend continuing to develop in 

texts of subsequent centuries, culminating in 20th century 

forms such as ..,, n• 0 (Ist. seh_Gl I intelligence' I Heb. '?:llfl ) 

and cnm• 1> (I st. peham 'coal, ' Heb. en El ) • i.e. forms 
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presented in one-to-one phonemic transcription rather than 

in traditional spelling even though they are not fusion 

formations and would be rP-alized in exactly the same fashion 

in (Judezmo-speaking) Sefardic whole Hebrew. Phonemic tran~ 

scription is occasionally operative even in the case of 

Hebrew-Aramaic-origin surnames such as iHUci• :i (cf. Ist. Jud.· 

beraha, Heb. n:l.,.l ) and Pt('t'iM:i (cf. Ist. Jud. barizak, 

Heb. pnx•·i~). The extension and various implications of 

this development need further study.33 

3.54. Placement of Vowel Points in Vocalized Texts 

Ordinarily only texts in Square cha:r·a.cters can have 

vocalization.34 When Square characters are vocalized, 

vowels are indicated by vowel points which appear underneath 

(or, in the case of 1 , to the left of) the consonantal 

letters immediately preceding the vowels in the sylla.ble 

(e.g. CP ·1'1'\\i• 1• t:iKp_). The characters i<, n, i, and ', .. . 
which serve as vowel indicators in unvocalized texts, are 

most often retained even when there is vocalization by 

means of vowel points. 

3.55. Indication of Stress 

As is generally the case with Jewish-language ortho

graphies, Judezmo orthography as a rule does.not indicate 

stress, and none of the texts examined for this paper show 

any sign of stress indication. However, in the Judezmo 

(i.e. Ladino) glosses which appear in three 18th century 

editions of the Bible (and probably in other works) 
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published in Italy ~·iis:io pw":i. m;"o:i lfl!i·~ 09 •.• c•iw91 iT9l1K imoi 

Venice, ca 1738/39, 1765/66 and Pisa, ca 1774/75)35 we find 

that forms bearing o:x:y-tonic stress generally take written 

accent marks(' in the 1738/39 edition. e.g. '·p~ ( n.t.1?), 

[note that ' ma.y also serve here as the rafe or diacritic, 

although in this edition the rafe is ordinarily']; ' in 

the 1765/66 and 1774/75 editions [in which ' also serves 

as the rafe]). The influence of Spanish or Italian ortho

graphic practice is probably in evidence here. 

3.56. Summary of Most Significant Historical Changes 

The most significant historical changes in Judezmo 

orthography are summarized in chart l. 
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Chart 1. Representation of Phonemes 

Hypothetical Phonemes Present-day 
0£ Medieval Literary Orthographic Symbols Realization 

Judezmo · 

Century 

15 16 18 19-20 

/i/ .. 'I'll "I'll ¥1 [i] ,.. ... • 

/ei/ • t.e• "" ..... ""' (ei) .... (..,) ... 

/v/ ~1 -1f-) -,t t -1 l 

I 
(v] or [fo ] 

\~ -::i.- - - .. s -

/z/ ( i7) 
! 

" " ? (z] 
't T 

/s/ l[J w " 0 [s] (oositional 
(c) D variant (z] . 

/c/ 

~=~ 
D D D (s] (positional 

(w) " (x) i .... ( , . var an" ZJ; 1n 
sc:,me areas [c]) 

/z/ l - cz:J 1 , 
~ ... 

i 

/s/ (j) <-> (-) I [s] (positional (~ (-1 
!7 rJ 

1 
variant CZD) 'fl 'ii 

/n/ • J • l ""'J '\"IJ [£0 or [ni] 
"' ""l '"l 

.... 
I 

/1/ ., '"" 
.,... ., .... [i] .., "' .... , ..... ... ""' ' 
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Chart 2 scbematizes the chronological lightening of 

the burden carried by certain Judezmo orthographic symbols. 

Chart 2. Load of ·certain Orthographic Symbols 

S;rillbol Phonemes Represented 

Century 

15 16 18 19~20 

..,. Cs) s ., ... Cz) l z z 
c c c .., 

c .... "' ... j J J J 

v- (-)v- (-)v-

' 
0 0 0 0 

u u u u 

z (z) 
17 s s (s) 

6 8 8 .... s 

Chart 3 shows the solutions of certain problems of 

transcription in Judezmo orthography as they compare with 

the resolutions of like problems in the orthographies of 

other Jewish languages, Mozarabic and literary Medieval 

Spanish. 
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Chart ;. Solutions of Transcription Problems 

· Tsar!. 
Jud. :1 Moz. \ O.Sp .. · Italk.Lz.1 · Lz. l Yid. 

i • /'tl./'J _,.. . ~/!/¢ 

e . "/K/'j -t " '-;f /I 1¢ • ~ ...:, 9 I# 

a K/'J ~ -K(·) 
(final n-/M) 

, it• f I¢ . 
(final 0-/1-) ... ~=~~~: -

0 t t /~-+ ~· 

ai "M ....., ""lC •l:(}.t I ~ .... 
"" .-

oi 
.. ... "t-_.,,,.., ... ! •Ri- It t 

I"\ .. 

ue 'Mt• I •t-,.. ... 

v 1/5. _,, 5. 1/:i~1 ..:,. a 

-d n-T(~] ~ 
,_ fi ... /i--

• 

I 
I 

z _,, _ _,. 
? ~ -s- I -Cl-

• s-, . . . 
s l7 ...., 

D U"' -ss-, D rJ ~· D 

" -s 

c D (~ (s]) U'-' q x x 

3 ' ( ""° CzJ) . z I 
.) I l 

c .. ch I .... 
"' l e: ¥ ! p lC ....:., It> 

I 

j, ... 
il~~j z) _,. 

~ 
\e) . 

"/""->t ..-.;~1! ..., 
z Et'.i )/j • w ,, (~? ,'i Cz) fll ( z 

r-> 
I 

,,, ' s •• 
l7 l? x v I' 

h ...:, n (/~ , in Heb~ArJ a. -=t 

derivatives I I (·)::>- ,,-r . only) -=t .:> 



4. CONCLUSION 

Based on the examination of. partial or complete texts 

representing several varieties of Judezmo of the ll-13th, 

15-16th and 18-20th centuries, we have attempted to outline 

the historical development of Judezmo orthography, and to 

examine certain comparable developments in other Jewish

language orthographies. 

Our outline reveals that in the ll-13th and 15th cen

turies (i.e. in the Sefarad I (or pre-expulsion) period), 

Judezmo orthography shared several important features 

with the orthographies of contemporar1eous Mozarabic and 

literary Spanish (see chart 3 for su.mmary).36 In the 16th 

century (in Sefarad II (or Ottoman Turkey and North 

Africa)), we see the beginnings of independent development 

in Judezmo orthography, with an ever-increasing trend 

toward purely phonemic transcription. This development 

continues into the 18th century and culminates in the 

rather fixed, 1 ntandardized 1 Judezmo orthographic system37 

already well established in the early 19th centu.ry--quite 

an accomplishme~t when we consider that no cent~al academies 

or councils ever existed in the Sefardic community to impose 

orthographic norms.38 



5. NOTES 

1we are indebted to Professor ~arvin I. Herzog, 
for his critical reading of this paper, and Mr. Martin M. 
Bunis, for typing the manuscript; however, full respon
sibility for any inaccuracies found within lies with the 
author. 

20n merged Hebrew-Aramaic [i.e. the linguistic 
elements ultimately of Hebrew-Aramaic origin which function 
within the total system of a given Jewish langt:tage other 
than Hebrew-Aramaic] vs. whole Hebrew-Aramaic [the Hebrew 
or Aramaic languages proper, or the raboinic Hebrew-Aramaic 
fusion, used in sacred or semi-sacred texts and in tradi
tional Jewish scholarship], see M. Weinreich, n:Prehistory 
and Early History of Yiddish: Facts and Conceptual Frame
work11 in Field of Yiddish (New Yor"k, 1954), pp ... 85-7. 

3At various points in the histories of some Jewish 
languages (e.g. Judezmo, Tunisian Yahudic C'Judeo-Arabic 11

)), 

writing ~ystems composed of other than Jewish characters 
(e.g. Latin, Cyrillic) did evolve. However, this bas 
usually been the result of external factors (such as formal 
training in non-Jewish languages 1 large-scale assimilation 
to coterritorial non-Jewish cultu.res, political decree) 
and generally does not reflect any internal, traditional 
Jewish development. 

J.J.. 
'That Hebrew has suririved to the present day in all 

Jewish communities as the language of prayer and tradi
tional scholarship need hardly be pointed out. 

5This approach (with respect to Yiddish) is pre
sented in N. Ziskind, [How Yiddish OriginatadJ, Yidishe 
shprakh 13 (1953): 97-108. -

6,...f v • M. Weinreich, "Prehistory .. 11 

7rncidental1y, the same probably may be said with 
regard to research in all Jewish lP..nguages (with the 
exceptions of Hebrew and Aramaic) in general. Wein.reich's 
most complete statement on the subject appears in the 
second chapter (and corresponding notes) of his Geshikhte 
.fun der ;yidisher shErakh, New York, 19?3. In English, 
see his "The Jewish Languages of Romance Stock and Their 
Relation to Earliest Yiddish, 0 goman9e Philology 9 
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(1955-1956): 403-28. 
8set forth in D. S. Blondheim, Les parlers judeo

romans et l& Vetus latina, Paris 1925. 

9The Encyclopedia Judaica (Jerusalem, 1971), vol. 
10, col. 13'.!..3, offers the lo Ilowing on "T...A •AZ, a foreign 
gloss in Hebrew transliteration. k1. 1 az (plural le' azim) 
originally meant a foreign language into which a Hebrew 
text, especially a sacred text, was translated (Meg. 
2:1; Tosef., Meg. 2:6, Ber. 18a; Sot. 49b; TJ, So·t;. 7:1). 
Somehow, la'az became identified with Latin SL.d its 
meaning was later restricted to liturgical translations 
in any of the Romance languages into which Latin evolved." 

lQMedieval 1 in the sense that these languages were 
born in the medieval period and are thus most fruitfully 
compared with the corresponding non-Jewish varieties u.sed 
in that rather than later periods. 

11cf. M. Veinreich, Geshiknte, v. III~ pp. 96-7. 
12ct. A. Yaari, Catalo ue of Judec-S anish Books 

in the Jewish National and tr'/ i uerusaTem, 
1934), nos. 83, 15, 84. 

l3For Birnbau.m 1 s most recent ideas on the subject, 
see his ,''Jewish Languages," Encyclopedia Juda.ica, vol. 
10, cols. 66-69. 

14J. Lyons~ Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics 
(Cambridge, 1968;, p. 38. 

l5ibid.' p. 39. 
16c:r. M. Sala, Phoneticue et !honologie du judeo

espas:iol de :e.ucarest. (•rfie '.9'.ague, 9(1), p. 187: n ••• le 
systeme dont proviennent ts.nt le systeme de l'espagriol 
litteraire ~ue celui du judeo-espagnol ••• est represente 
par le systeme de l'espagnol medieval litteraire." 

17surviving today in such lexemes as (Istanbul 
Judezmo) baham 'rabbi; wise man' (cf. Isr. Heb. xaxa.:!1), 
alha}d) 'Sunday' (cf. Arabic al-ahad)~ hrandazo/fiandrazo 
'rag (cf. Spanish andrajo) ({Arab.? ;. 

18 . 
In Cantabria, tbe mountainous region of northern 

Spain, the medieval Spanish /f/ pho:nem~ had an aspirated 
[h] variant, probably as a result of interference from 
the Basque substratum (cf. E. Alarcos Llorach, Fonologia 
espanola, 4th ed. (Madrid, 19~1) pp. 254-55). This . 
variant may_ bave been a voic2less glottal or velar fri
cative (ibid • . P• 256). In tine, the [h] variant spread 



southward where it was first considered characteristic of 
low class, rt!stic speech, but later gained f9eneral accep
tance as a valid positional variant of /fl !_occurring 
before vowels but not consona.~ts) and finallY. in some 
regions, as a sep~.rate phoneme (which ultimately disap
peared in most areas). 

l9In present-day North African Judezmo (called 
l'laketia by native speakers in Morocco), we must also 
recognize the phonemes /hi, 11/ and lql (cf. J. Benoliel, 
"Dialecto judeo-hispano-marroqui o Haki tia, "· Boletin de 
la Real Academia Espanola 13 (1926), pp. 221-22, 233, 
228), in addition to i. fs-/;.'ll (here [h] j not to be con.fused 
with Ottoman Jude zmo /hi, [x)), Ix.I ( [x , cf. Ottoman Jud. 
/hi) (ibid. pp. 221, 222-23), a.nd certain other phonemes 
(?) wh~need further study. 

20T:\ 1 . f t' . 1 . 1 1 . t . .l:!or an an.a ysis o ne pnono ogica rea iza ion 
of Hebrew-Aramaic in Sefarad I {which, in turn, gives us 
some idea of ~ow the merged Hebrew-Aramaic component in 
Judezmo of Sefarad I might have been realized), see 
I. Garbell, 11 The Pronunciation o.f Hebrew in Medieval 
Spain," in Homen.ie a Millas-Vallicrosa I (Barcelona, 
1954), pp. 647-96. 

21Since little Judezrno material was published in 
the 17th century, with none ava.ilable for ou:r.- inspection 
at the writing of this paper, we are unable to provide 
data on 17th century Jud.ezmo orthography. 

22t1ozarabic: 11 The Romance dialect or dialects 
used by the Christian populations u..vider Moorish dorrJination 
in central and southern Spain from t!:le 8th ·to the 15th 
century A. D. Though generally unwritten, some sample~ 
have come do 1..rn in aljimiado [sic] for~ (i~e., transcribed 
in Arabic or Hebrew characte.J."s) , " M. Pei ar.d F. Gaynor, 
Dictionary of Linguistics (N"ew Yc:r-k, l 95ll-) ,:p. lln. 

23The historical development of the various Judezmo 
curzive scripts would make an-interesting study in itself. 

24we are presently gathering data on Judezmo typo
graphy as an incidental to a paper on names for the Judezmo 
la..~guage (as they appear on title pages of books, etc.). 

25The following abbreviations are used in this 
section: 

OSp= 

Moz= 

Old (or medieval) literary Spanish 

I1ozarabic (My data are based on 
Roman-character transliterations 
c.f JJ_-l2th century .iaryas in 
Arabic characters given in Pidal, 
pp. 19-20, 22, 24-5) 



Italk. Laaz= 

Tsarf. Laaz= 

11, 12, etc.= 

X= 

48 

Italkic Laaz 

Tsarf at.ic Laaz 

indicates centuries 

used to indicate any Jewish 
character 

V= any vowel 

26c. M. Crews suggests that present-day Thessal~niki 
Judezmo15 , and also~ [cf. ;.52.18. above], be inter
preted as distinct /~/ ai.~d /¥/ phonemes rather than as 
variants of /d/ and /g/ (but note that while /~/ is 
always realized as [~ J , /d/ al so has a. <! [= [1 ?] variant), 
cf. C. M. Crews and J. P. Vinay, 11 Quelques observations 
supplementaires sur le parler judeo-espagnol de Salonique,u 
Bulletin Hispa.nigu~ 41 (1939), pp. 224-25. 

27rn op 1 l' .::>i"I o"lcl i p (Belgrade, [1838/39]), a 
Judezmo work on Hebrew grammar by Rabbi Yehuda S~lomo ~ay 
Alkalay (1798-1848), the author uses the symbol p (cf. 
Northcentral Laaz p (< p)) to represent the c sound in 
certain lexical items where speake~s of o~her regional 
varieties have corres~onding ki or k (e.g. ceri/k~ere 
(or kieri) /kere (or ¥eri} 1 (he) wants')~ •rhiS-Yen-...s a 
certain interregiona quality to these forms which would 
not have been possible had Alkalay used 1 , the usual re
presentation of c in Judezmo. Th~ sa.me device ts also 
utilized (although rarely) by Ysr 1 bn {iyym of Belgrade. 

28cr. o'lDn 1n 1n-1 inc , Venice, 1711/12; 
ni~~7n n~1n iDD ; Venice, 1712/1~. 

2 9[h] apparently does occur in the Judezmo of North 
Africa, cf. footnote 19 above. 

30But not so in North African Judezmo, cf. footnote 
19 above. 

31As a r2sult of the influence of certain foreign 
orthographies (e.g. Italian, French), one find.s the rare 
transcriptions -ll- (e.g. ill Ht ana 'Anna I)' _,,_(e.g. it1'l'~tl 
tJera 'land'),-77- (e.g. n;;•StJ novela 'short story') 
instead of the more normal -l - 1 -i- , and -7- , in some 
late 19th-early 20th century Judezmo texts. 

32rt seems that in the Judezmo of t-Torth Africa, K =7 
or¢, i1 =h, n :h, SJ =~,P =q ("K), n=G/t;i. cf. Benolielj .£E.· cit .. 
The realization of lr is apparently Le] and not [s in the 
Judezmo of Vienna, parts of Bu:19::i.ria, Yugoslavia, Rumania, 
and perhaps other areas. 
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33A somewhat similar <:evelonmer.t has taken nlace in 
Yiddish. Its culmination is the cQmpletely phonemic 
Yiddish orthography of the So'1iet Un::.cn, f.'md here political 
ideology is clearly one o.f the key .factors .. 

34A notable exception is the orthography in nsym dy 
yJ wdh pJ rdw' s [heavily Spanish-in~luenced] t .... ,!<, 3' .,KP 
tKl~'rii•m 11<•i1i' (Izmir, 1909/10) which, althoug..1. printed 

in Rashi characters, contains numerous l~xical items with 
partial or full vocalization. In such items, i and e 
appear as .X'X and .r.x, i.e. with the vowel points placed 
not below t11e preceding consonantal letters, ar; is usual 
in Vocalized Square orthography, but underneath the vowel
indicating • itself, within and not below the type line 
(cf. X~X, X'!!{ in the standard Yiddish orthography developed 
by the YIVO Institute for ,Jewish Research), e.g" oto~«t~i, 
cto~.i, 010~:-.t~ . ., , il'iH::ip~.,. We have also observed. 

this usage, to a small degree, in the Izmir periodical 
o•i•o•o .,.N. 
35Full bibliographic descriptions of this publication, 

IJH, MN 1 and 2, Mr!, ES, MLB, PRE, DA and the book cited in 
footnote 27 aboYe w::i..11 appenr in tbe author• s soon to be 
published descriptive catalog of the .Jud.ezmo publications 
housed in the YIVO :::r1sti tute for Je;;:ish Resea.rch. 

~6 . 
_, Also c.f. ll-13th c en tm7 J:.i.d.. i'l It/, :l /k/ and pre-

19th century Jud. i /z/ (as well as /~/, /c/) ~"'i th :present
dn.y Tunisian Yahudic ( "Judeo-A:r·abic '') ri /t/, ~ /1.i:./, :f /z/ 
(cf. D. Cohen, Le narler ar.9.be des .iuifs de Tu.."lis (The 
Hague: Mouton,-W64J, p. !X-J; and pr·esent-day Persian 
Azerbaijan Targumic ("Jewish tfoo-Arnmaic ") n (!f:i ) /t/, 
':l /k/, i /z/ (a:-.d also 151, /c/ (cf. I. Garbell, The Jewish 
Nee-Aramaic Dialect cf Persian Azerbai,ian (1l1he Hague: 

.Mouton, 1965)~ p. 37). -

37or perhaps we ought to speak of t~o closely re
lated modern-day regional orthographiG standards in JuG.ezmo: 
a Northwestern standard ( currer1t in publicat:Lons emanating 
from Vier~~a, Y~goslavia, Bulgaria and Ru.mania, and char
acterized by the transcriptions :t i'or /c/; absence of =i ; 

-tt• .. -(final ;nc.,.,-) for /-ir:../ or /-ea-/ (final /-ia/ or 
/-ea/)) vs. a Southeaster.ri standard (found in the numer
ically dominant Greek and Tu.rki::;h publlcadons). This 
regional orthographic discontirn.li ty would seem to parallel 
the major Northwestern-Southe3.stern phonological disc:on
tinui ty in Jude7.mo of which we spea:!( in our pr elirninary 
paper "Toward a Linguistic Geography of Judez,mo '1 (unpub
lished Colluubia University term pap er, 1973; a su::nmary 
appears i:::i the author's 11 Probler:::s in .Jud.ezmo Li:ri.guistica, 11 

N'ew York: American Sephardi Federation~ 1974). 
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38rt should be noted that in the present paper·we 
have purposely disregarded the following orthographic 
peculiarities, tb.e distribution of· which is apparently 
limited to Moroccan (and perhaps other !forth African) 
Judezmo manuscript writing (we are unaware of any Judezmo 
texts ~n Je~i,sh cha~acters _eublished i~ this E'e~ion): 1 
[R], nlh], ... :H-).1- LXl,p [)j1 '!l l9J (?J, p[q.J (/[k.]), n 
[e] (?) (cf. J. Beno lie 1, "Dialecto judeo-hispano-marroqui 
o haki tia," Boletin de la Real Academia Espanola, •1. 13 
(1925), pp. 348-9; also compare these symbols ·Eo similar 
ones used in transcribing Yahudic of this region (e.g. see 
D. Cohen, Farler arabe, IX-X). 



}K:lt\ln ~Kiip7~ 

ltt"1?N pi P'>n p 

PtT o H • J ' :i " 1 n 

}N:J "1"0 )Rl 

t KO t 'H~ nt'1 

ilJ '.:Ii L'?lr1 "'\Hl 

110 i:ln 11 '.l 01tU 

ii i I:\ 11 ::l 7 tt i1 l l :i 1 n 

ilie<l,?k( 1Kl )H 

1'l~ n?'in 10 1J~ ~1 

1"~~ ~l~i M'~i OJ 

'7KolnH ~·JnlJ o~ 

• '1l~, l 0 "l ' i l;{? :i , I;( 

('tinl'.'1!;rn co1,1po::etl in ll-13·th century 
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[Fragment of' document from Sefnrad I, 
reproduced by F. Fernandez y Gon:d-1.ler. 
(in BRAH 8 (1886): 11-13) in 11 0rdena
mient07:'". [del ol ano 14·32 11 (cited 
on p. 16 nbovo)] 
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